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Insert Slides from Back-Up Section to share Key Takeaways
This is a placeholder slide that can be used to customize your
presentation based on what stood out as the most impactful parts of
ECC’s Keynotes, Breakout Forums and Future Leader Wednesday
Session Presentations.

(10) Breakout Forum Summaries

Select from the eighteen single-page summary slides to add a few
of the pre-made templates of the key takeaways from each session
into your ECC Experience presentation.
Hyperlinks on the summary slides will take you to Speaker LinkedIn
pages, websites and the ECC Resource site where full
presentations will be made available for download.
Note that the Sponsor Only Session takeaways will be sent out
separately to those who attended the session.

(5) Keynote Summaries

(3) Future Leader Wednesday Session Summaries
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My Personal ECC Experience
How the ECC experience will impact my role, career, company
XXXX

Who did I meet…
XXXX

What did I learn…
XXXX

What can OUR COMPANY implement…
• IDEA 1
• IDEA 2
• IDEA 3
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Visit the ECC Website for information ECC Sponsorship, the Future Leader Program and more
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2023 ECC Calendar of Events
2023 ECC Annual Sponsorship is Open (Link to Sponsor)
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2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

Key takeaways:
§

European conflicts will permanently disrupt global supply chains
§ Russia’s motive is existential survival, will push them beyond capabilities
as NATO countries support Ukraine
§ Food exports (wheat crops, potash and ammonia fertilizer) will lead to
significant shortages in subsequent years
§ As Russian crude stops its flow, the entire system could be frozen across
the permafrost (1990s led to complex +30-year re-start)
§ The path of oil from Russia to China is logistically challenging

§

The US policy continues to prioritize US market, permanently
changing the pre-Cold War globalization systems
§ US Naval fleet no longer holds capacity to police the world’s oceans
§ Plan for a surplus of light sweet oil in the region, and less heavy sour
imports, which will lead to refining infrastructure retooling
§ Likely shift from liquid rich shales back to natural gas, especially as need
for nitrogen (fertilizer) increases
§ Past 50+ years of globalization created a false sense of CPI stability (get
ready for change)

§

Population demographics drive the future
§ Countries like China are aging to the point of permanent change in global
significance (no longer the low-cost leader in manufacturing)
§ The US Millennial birth rate could help fill the labor shortages (projected to
peak at 900k by 2032)
§ Texas and Northern Mexico could be the global leader in global growth

Peter’s fourth book, The End of the World is Just the
Beginning: Mapping the Collapse of Globalization,
was released in June 2022.

Taking it Further: Speaker’s Website
Presentation Slides and Recording
2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

Key takeaways:
• Oil Prices: It’s Still Cyclical
• Russia outages are smaller than past disruptions, the market
responds and adjusts
• Predictive data helps map energy demand and plan for future events
(ex. California Heat Wave)

• Natural Gas is a different story
• Gazprom will bankrupt before reaching China via pipeline
• Europe is already moving on, FLNG is increasing it’s pace to fill the
“supply hole”

• Pace of the energy transition
• Regions that are unable to afford LNG will pivot to green energy out
of availability and economic advantage
• Battery metals is a short-term challenge, recycling is built into the life
cycle to stabilize source extraction pace
• US transition is paced by demand and planned retirement of nonrenewable technology (coal) more so than by policy

• Inspiration to lead the way
• US existing infrastructure can be leveraged within the Energy
Transition, China and India are setting ambitious targets to keep pace
• Organizations that lead the way in the energy transition are a magnet
for top talent – be mission driven, offer work-life balance, show visible
leadership and offer room for advancement

Taking it Further: Speaker’s Website
Presentation Slides and Recording
2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

Key takeaways:
•

We can innovate our industry by challenging the rules (movie theater,
theme park lines, video store examples)

•

Learn real-life examples of how to embed a sustainable culture of
innovation and creativity throughout your organization

•

Most Important Skills for the future of our advancing workforce - Creativity,
Intuition, Curiosity and Imagination

•

Leverage the “naïve expert” to draw out questions experts won’t ask

•

Creativity drives innovation, and work should be fun

•

Practice saying- “Yes and…” instead of “no, because…”

Taking it Further: TedX Presentation

2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

Key takeaways:
§ The world needs a better energy system – built to solve the
trilemma of secure, affordable and clean energy.
§ A new energy mix will bring much greater integration of energy
sources, carriers and technologies that will reshape the way
energy markets work in the future.
§ It is a huge opportunity that brings a complex set of challenges.
It requires a complete reimagining of energy.
Taking it Further: Speaker's Website
Presentation Slides
2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

Key takeaways:
§ Life is a competitive endeavor; we should do our best.
§ Motivation to do your best should drive us all, but make it about the success of our
teams
§ We learn the most from the hard stuff we take on
§ Leaders must drive the campaign in peace and war
§ Be willing to stand-up boldly when in the key moments
§ Strategic Leadership drives organizational direction and requires:
§ Getting Big Ideas Right
§ Communicating clearly and consistently
§ Oversee Implementation (get the metrics right)
§ Determine Effectiveness and modify as needed (leverage Lessons Learned, make
changes as needed)
§ Success in the future will require efficiency and a simple focus on working
harder on the right things
§ Fence Out time as leaders to “go and see” organizational effectiveness for yourself
§ Maximize productivity everywhere possible
§ Global Challenges
§ The Russia Ukraine conflict shows an example of coming together to work on the
right things together
§ China is the challenge of our lifetime; a multi-government approach (clear eyes) is
essential to deter conflict in the east

Taking it Further: Speaker’s Website
Presentation Recording
2022 ECC Featured Speaker Summary

2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
Oil, Gas, & Chemical (OG&C) vs. Technology Projects:
• Similar contracting styles
• Similar technologies employed
• Cost is King (OG&C) vs. Schedule is King (Tech)
• Limited use of AWP in Tech, as the projects constantly change and evolve
to produce the latest and greatest final product.
In OG&C, the culture is such that people must earn their stripes to advance. In
Tech, the culture accepts a “best-athlete” approach. Experience is less
important.

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• Government policies drive
projects. The Inflation
Reduction Act (IRA)
dramatically changes the
outlook.
• The IRA will increase the use of
carbon capture by 13-fold by
2030.
• The IRA will drive nearly $3.5B
in capital investment by 2032
including $20B for carbon
capture & storage. Annual
investment in hydrogen
increases to $3B by 2030 and
over $50B by 2035.
• Investment in proven renewable
technologies – solar, wind,
biofuels, etc. – will continue and
increase.

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Shell - Key Takeaways:
§ “Digitalization” is not about tools, it’s about people,
culture, and fundamentally changing the way work is
accomplished and decisions are made.
§ The Journey from Analog to Digital is not an easy one, it
comes with successes and failures. Find a piece of your
business to take that first step and be willing to fail and
learn quickly.

Apple - Key Takeaways:
§ Design of Digital Tools is critical
§ They need to be intuitive and designed for
people
§ People work better and USE good tools
§ The pandemic led to new needs and a
monumental change in how people work
§ Customer Use Stories (Apple At Work Success
Stories website)
§ Use Cases
§ EHS / OHS COVID needs
§ The nature of work today
§ The pandemic supercharged evolving change
over the last several years
§ On the Horizon
§ Virtual Design and Construction

§ Digital transformation with sustainable results is a major
effort requiring appropriate dedicated resources.
§ With the right level of training and motivation, front line
workers ability to adopt the tools necessary for a digital
future should not be underestimated.
§ There are real world applications to learn from – many
companies are using iPads to remotely connect field
workers, drones, advanced analytics, simulators, virtual
and augmented reality, etc.
§ Investing in digitalization through traditional immediate
value approaches is challenging. Consider the “building
block” approach, with a focus on what future potential you
want available to unlock.

Taking it Further:
Presentation
Apple At Work Success Stories
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• Human performance is a science-based
approach to looking at how humans
perform and how we can build error
tolerant systems around them. – Dr.
Sydney Dekker
• 5 Principles of Human Performance – Dr.
Todd Conklin
• Human Error is Normal
• Blame Fixes Nothing
• Context Drives Behavior
• Learning and Improvement are Vital
• How Leaders Respond to Failure
Matters
• Communicate what is important to you
through your language and behaviors
• Get away from the “Bad Apple” theory!

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key Takeaways:
• Retention: genuinely connect with employee's own personal
development and career journey; work jointly with employee on
future position assignments – connecting both personal development
and company value; retention considerations include stay interviews,
“career webs", providing connection with employee personal life
household (if able), and flexible benefits with consideration for
beyond traditional offerings
• Attraction: tap into broader market beyond our industry; place
emphasis on values, behaviors, and work ethic, not just skills and
knowledge; challenge over-credentialization (e.g. years of
experience, degree, etc.); "second chance" programs, military
personnel, caregivers joining or returning to the workforce; partner
with local schools to grow talent and provide support (e.g.
scholarships, trade skills development, career guidance, etc.);
consider innovative tuition reimbursement programs

Taking it Further: Presentation
PwC’s 2022 Workforce Hopes & Fears Survey
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
An EPC’s core competency is capital delivery – let them bring new cost-effective
solutions, means, and methods. Challenge Owner past thinking and execution models.
Investing in real relationships with alliance partners
•
Shared ownership of outcome
•
Co-developed standard delivery model
•
Global consistency
•
Project collaboration early in FEED

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• Case studies have shown that
application of blockchain within the
capital projects industry can
significantly increase efficiency by
removing manual processes and
linking data across the digital
ecosystem
• When applied, accuracy of data
transfer can increase, and real-time
visibility allows for supply chain
transparency
• Cycle time reductions are occurring
by reducing time from design to
operations through automation of
processes and use of smart
contracting

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• A circular economy focuses on making the most of the world’s resources- minimizing waste
and maximizing value by providing end-of-life solutions to reduce, reuse, and recycle.
• The vision of a circular economy for plastic in which it never becomes waste. Actions to
realize this vision are
• Eliminate all problematic and unnecessary plastic items.
• Innovate to ensure that the plastics we do need are reusable, recyclable, or
compostable.
• Circulate all used plastic items to keep them in the economy and out of the
environment
• Multiple advanced circular recycling technologies are used today.

Taking it Further:

To learn more about Eastman’s circular platform and stay abreast of latest developments, please visit:

www.eastman.com/circular

2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• Intentionally practice the 5 Leadership Behaviors:

• Build and foster trust to enable Discretionary
Performance through this changing environment
• Use Positive reinforcement effectively – associate
experiences consistently that encourage repeated
high-performance behaviors

Taking it Further: Speaker's Website
Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

Key takeaways:
• Innovation requires:
• Background Knowledge (training on
tools/technology, and real experience)
• Diverse Experiences and Teams
• Empowering Practice (intensive design
experiences to build confidence)
• Innovation standard practice within an
organization requires focus on:
• What Problem are we seeking to solve
• Who cares?
• How bad do they care?
• How much / how many of them care?
• Intensive Design Experiences are short
duration exercises focused on innovation and
can be impactful for
• Students (college and middle/high school)
• Post Doctoral
• Industry

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Breakout Forum Summary

2022 ECC Future Leader Wednesday Session Summary

Key takeaways:
• U.S. Army's Mission Command approach:
• Is based on seven principles
• Emphasizes on seizing, retaining, and exploiting the
initiative
• Capitalizes on individual's ingenuity, innovation, and
decision making to achieve Leader’s intent
• Empowers team level decision making and decentralized
execution appropriate to the situation
• This approach can be adopted to create high performing teams
in the Corporate World

Taking it Further: Presentation
2022 ECC Future Leader Wednesday Session Summary

Key takeaways:
Listen to the live recording of BuidWitt’s “Dirt Work” Podcast,
captured from the Future Leader Wednesday Session Stage to hear:
• BuildWitt is developing and inspiring the next generation
• The importance of investing in our people – Training, sharing
experiences, etc.
• Educating society on what it takes to me our basic needs
• Industry should be working together to build A workforce, not just
building YOUR workforce

Taking it Further: Presenter’s Website
Dirt Talk Podcast
2022 ECC Future Leader Wednesday Session Summary

Key takeaways:
• Industry progress: So far, large investment made with not as
much business value delivery as expected. People, Processes,
Technology are currently out of balance.
• Leader adoption: Need to understand your business and be
data-savvy enough to apply solutions. Get GOOD at earning
sponsorship within your business and become a good sponsor
of others looking to innovate in your business.
• Perfectionism can delay the delivery and miss the opportunity.
Take small, incremental steps and celebrate wins along the way
to maintain momentum and sponsorship from management.
• Future Leader can enact change within their organization
through curiosity, willingness, and our ability to learn

Taking it Further: Deliberate Consulting Website

2022 ECC Future Leader Wednesday Session Summary

